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Commander One is not a Finder replacement, rather a sidekick file manager for the Mac which allows you to copy, delete, compress/uncompress 
files, connect to an FTP server, etc. Commander One can do much more than the Finder, e.g. search for files with a specific 
pattern across all drives and archives, mount MTP and iOS devices, view processes in the system, etc. It replaces other 
programs for handling compressed files. The built-in Packer supports reading and writing of ZIP, TBZ (in Free mode) 
and 7ZIP, TGZ, tar.bz2 (tbz2, tb2), tar.Z, tar.lzma and tar.xz (in PRO Pack mode). Files can be copied/moved directly 
from one archive to another. You can also delete files and create new folders directly in an archive. You can use a built-in 
packer to open RAR and ISO files (in PRO Pack mode). It also features internal Terminal, a command-line text 
processing utility (in PRO Pack mode).

Dang, this program uses more acronyms than a caffeine-ridden Tesla salesman the day before quotas are due! I quickly 
decided that I needed professional help (psychological help for ever agreeing to review this product and technical help to 
untangle and begin to understand all the acronyms!) That’s why the byline contains two names.

So, let’s compare what we’ve got in the traditional Finder with Commander One’s split-pane program.
 A screenshot of a couple of my Finder windows:

VS.

Have your eyes 
crossed yet?



Here is the same information in a Commander One dual-pane window:

Let’s compare what is involved in a simple transfer of a file in one folder to another one, first with the Finder system:
Double click on a folder which might reveal another folder underneath (in List View) or in another column (in Column View), etc. Continue 

digging until the appropriate document to be transferred is located. Return to the Finder, open another finder window and repeat the mining 
operation until the folder is found that is to receive the document. Copy and paste or drag and drop the document into its new location.

Now, let’s do the same operation in Commander One.
Double click your way to the appropriate document in pane on the left. Once the document is found, do a similar procedure in the right-hand 

pane. Copy and paste or drag and drop the document into its new location.
The second procedure is a little snappier and may involve fewer steps, but is not significantly more efficient. However, if the transfer is to be made 

to an iOS device, an external hard drive, a cloud drive or network drive, there are considerably more steps involved using Mac’s Finder.
Likewise, if the task is to transfer lots of files to a server (like updating files on a website or sending a batch of files into storage), Commander One 

makes the choice of a FTP client extremely easy with just a click:



TMI?
(Too Much Information?)

I guess that depends on how you use your Mac.
The casual user (like myself) grew up on the graphic user interface (GUI) that was “borrowed” and vastly improved by Steve Jobs. It simplified 

complex computer directory things and used analogies from common business practice like “desktop”, “file folders”, “documents” and “trash cans”. 
Beyond those descriptors, the interface gave us graphic representations of those common items in the form of familiar icons. It was a brilliant way to 
teach and learn how to manipulate complex digital information, but after learning the basics, it could become a bit cumbersome. For instance, how 
could one quickly and efficiently move a document from one folder in one file cabinet to another folder in another file cabinet? The Mac interface, 
brilliant as it is, often gets in the way of simple tasks performed multiple times a day by busy, overloaded people in the business applications.

This is where Commander One crashes out of the phone booth in a skin-tight-man-of-steel costume wearing a utility belt of dozens of working 
alternatives to save the overworked minions of Gotham City.

Wait a minute...what’s a phone booth?
Wait another minute...is this a giant step backward to an ancient MS DOS/Windows PC format??
Look back at the screenshot of Commander One. It really does show a LOT of information in one window:
1. The slider button in the middle of the top window bar quickly lets you see hidden files lurking behind that which is on display.
2. Without leaving the window, the next button pops up the GetInfo window about whichever file is highlighted.
3. The next Eyeball button allows a QuickView of that file or image without pulling up a different application with which to view it.
4. The Binoculars button allows an immediate Search function.
5. The next icon to the right is an Archive Button used for compressing or zipping files.
6. Right next to Archive is Connections which conveniently allow you to jump to several FTP vehicles and multiple off-site storage sites. No 

extra hunting necessary!
7. Below that band of buttons, divided into two sections is a hierarchical view of how we got to the double panes displayed below it. The 

oddball in this group of buttons is the Process Viewer which once accessed shows you the processes currently running in the system. You can 
view additional information or kill any process (in PRO Pack mode). System process can be killed as well, in case root mode is enabled 
(Command –> Restart as root). All of this must be handy for someone with the needs and skills implied, however, the Activity Monitor built 
into the MacOS with its limited columns of information should suffice for most of us.

8. Below each pane is an accounting of the files shown.
9. Below that is the hierarchical path that got you to these files.
10. Below that is a horizontal row of Function buttons: (F3 - View; F4 - Edit; F5 - Copy; F6 - Move; F7 - Move; F8 - Delete). Evidently, if you 

are in the Commander One environment all day, these function keys give you faster access to these important tools rather than using the 
Finder equivalents.

Hmmmm... That’s a boatload of powerful ammunition packed into one Macintosh window!!! Maybe I sold Commander One short on first 
visit.

If I had a job performing multiple actions on a series of files for 8 hours a day, I might long for a program that organized all the tools around a 
double-pane portal.

Let’s dig deeper.
In addition to browsing local and network-attached volumes, the Pro version works with FTP, WebDAV servers and cloud services like Box, 

Backblaze, Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive and Amazon S3.
You can also mount iOS devices, although the implementation is a bit clunky due to Apple’s restrictions. However, we were able to mount my 

phone and transfer files onto and off of an iOS device, a flash drive and a Mac - no small deal and no iTunes middleman to trip over on the way!
Commander One seems ideal for software developers.
The built-in Terminal can change text size, color, background, and cursor type...if you know how to use Terminal.

The Skinny
Evaluation: My sense in the short time I’ve used the program is that some power users of the Macintosh in a data driven/data swapping 
environment are going to love Commander One. The “rest of us” are going to stand back like pedestrians and admire what the Commander is able 
to accomplish in one window of powerful tools...and then watch him jump into a phone booth and change back into a gorgeous MacFinder silk 
suit!
Company: Eltima Software 
Price: Free Limited version; PRO Pack: $30. Also available at the Mac App Store
Available 15 day Trial of the Pro Version
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